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YOUR OPTIONS

The condition of one of our country’s greatest assets – our road
network - is critical to the safe and efficient movement of people
and goods.
Extending its service life and maintaining it in good condition, with
budget constraints and high levels of traffic, makes it a challenge for
all Local Authorities. Asphalt naturally degrades over time leading to
cracking, aggregate loss and potholes. Traditional repair techniques

Replace the
surfacing material

Apply bitumen
surface dressing

Ignore the issue?

can be noisy and disruptive to local residents and the road user,
particularly if more than one site visit is required, creating poor public
perception.

OR DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT…
WITH OUR A SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVE?

Keeping green roads green
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WHY SURFACE EXTENSION TREATMENTS?
Applied before defects become evident, Surface

SET also provides the following benefits:

Extension Treatments (SET) extend the lifespan of the
asphalt.
Incorporating SET into your asset management plans will
extend the life of your road network offering a substantial

£

whole life cost reduction of up to 40%, and reduce the
need for disruptive reactive maintenance. SET can also
enable the benefits that come with improved public
perception and reduced insurance claims.

ENVIRONMENTAL

OPERATIONAL

FINANCIAL

SAFETY

Efficient installation

Whole life cost

SET are penetrative, restorative and durable

Reducing
environmental
impact by over
80% – no quarried

minimising

reduction of

disruption

up to 40%

Primarily
mechanical process
– minimal human
interaction

solutions that enable the lifecycle extension
of existing ‘good’ roads by up to 5 years.

Keeping green roads green
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SET SOLUTIONS

Reclamite™
Rejuvenation treatment.
Optimum time for ﬁrst treatment
is 5 years then repeat.

Keeping green roads green

RHiNOPHALT ™
Preservative treatment.
Optimum time for ﬁrst treatment
is 5 years then repeat.

www.surfacetreatments.co.uk

CRF Surface Sealant
For highly voided surfaces only,
ﬁrst treatment depends on
asphalt type – repeatable.
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RECLAMITE
An innovative, formulated emulsion derived from the petrochemical
industry and brought to the highways industry by Roadtechs.
Reclamite is the only penetrative bitumen rejuvenator with a BBA
certificate in the UK. The unique formula is a cold spray emulsion which
restores the chemical elements lost in the bitumen through the aging and
oxidation processes.
This SET solution penetrates through the voids in the asphalt surface,
strengthening the aggregate bond and rejuvenating the bitumen.

THE ONLY PENETRATIVE SURFACE
REJUVENATION TREATMENT IN THE UK
WITH BBA HAPAS APPROVAL

Keeping green roads green
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RECLAMITE – APPLICATION

APPLICATION

Keeping green roads green
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PENETRATION

OPEN TO TRAFFIC
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RECLAMITE – PENETRATION & EXAMPLES

PENETRATING THE ASPHALT

VIEW PROJECTS
TREATED
TREATED

UNTREATED

UNTREATED

36

Months

36

Months

5 YEARS POST TREATMENT
7 YEARS OLD WHEN TREATED

WATCH VIDEO

Keeping green roads green
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RECLAMITE – LIFECYCLE ASSET MANAGEMENT

10

Penetrating the asphalt

Key

Condition Indicator

8

Reclamite applied
at 3-5 yearly intervals

6.6

Fair

6

Failure

4

Problems:

2.4

• Patching

Resurfacing

Resurfacing

• Disruption
• Customer complaints

2

• Vehicle damage
• Insurance claims

0
0

Keeping green roads green
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RHINOPHALT
A preventative maintenance treatment
for asphalt which preserves, protects and
extends the life of the asphalt infrastructure.
This SET solution seals the surface and
protects the existing bitumen from the impact
of oxidization due to weathering and UV
degradation.

PRESERVES

Keeping green roads green

PROTECTS

EXTENDS
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RHINOPHALT – APPLICATION

Penetrating the asphalt

Fresh, un-trafficked surface
immediately after application

Keeping green roads green

Post treatment –
new lining applied

www.surfacetreatments.co.uk
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RHINOPHALT – TRAFFICKING

Penetrating the asphalt

2

Weeks

“It makes sense to spend the money on a
RHINOPHALT® surface treatment when the
road is in green or light amber condition
because it preserves the condition of the road
for longer, delaying the need for expensive
and disruptive inlays and resurfacing.”
Will Britain, Head of Highways & Traffic
Management, Blackpool Council

Fresh, un-trafficked surface
immediately after application

Keeping green roads green

2 weeks after trafficking
Note: the aggregate micro-texture
now exposed

www.surfacetreatments.co.uk
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CRF SURFACE SEALANT
A flexible and resilient cold spray bitumen emulsion to create
a sealed surface and provide an economical alternative to
conventional wear course seals.

UNTREATED

Keeping green roads green

TREATED
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CRF SURFACE SEALANT – APPLICATION

PRE TREATMENT

Keeping green roads green
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APPLICATION

POST TREATMENT
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CRF SURFACE SEALANT – APPLICATION

Penetrating the asphalt
“Luton Council have successfully utilised Roadtechs
CRF product on a carriageway where the surface
course was showing the first signs of binder stripping.
By applying CRF we have been able to hold the
deterioration at that level preventing further cracks and
potholes with minimum spend compared to traditional
interventions such as micro asphalt and surface inlays”.
UNTREATED

Brigstock, Northamptonshire

Keeping green roads green

Mark Aaronson, Asset Manager, Luton Borough Council.

TREATED

A45 outbound Coventry - reduced
carriageway noise post works

www.surfacetreatments.co.uk
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SPECIFICATIONS
Reclamite

RHiNOPHALT

CRF

BBA HAPAS approved
Extends the surface lifespan - saving annual revenue budget
Restores the original properties of the bitumen - increasing durability.
Penetrates the full depth of the asphalt wearing course.
Fills the voids - improving road user experience and reducing noise pollution
Provides a new seal on the surface - reducing reactive maintenance requirements
Efficient installation - minimising disruption and traffic congestion
Fast drying - minimising disruption and traffic congestion
Minimal mobilisation, plant, and equipment requirements reducing environmental impact by 88%. No mined aggregate.
Primarily a mechanical process with minimal operative input - reducing risk and improving safety
Maintains skid resistance - maintaining road safety levels
No need to refresh line markings (if in good condition) - enabling maintenance budgets to go further
No need to adjust ironworks - saving time and additional disruption
Night-time installation - minimising disruption to the road network
A reduction in ongoing maintenance - reducing unplanned interventions
Can be applied to pavements with early stage deterioration
Suitable for most asphalt surfaces

Keeping green roads green
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PROJECTS

Reclamite™
Costain CH2M and
East Sussex County
Council

Keeping green roads green

RHiNOPHALT ™
Coventry City
Council

www.surfacetreatments.co.uk

CRF Surface Sealant
Coventry City
Council
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PROJECT – RECLAMITE WITH COSTAIN CH2M AND EAST SUSSEX COUNTY COUNCIL
Surface Extension Treatment, Reclamite, preserves critical infrastructure
BACKGROUND

SOLUTION

The A22 Hailsham Bypass is a dual

The surface course was cored during

carriageway and part of the Strategic

grass cutting to save on traffic

Road Network (SRN) in East Sussex. It is

management, then tested (under

a concrete pavement construction with

laboratory conditions) to confirm the

an asphalt overlay of approximately

existing binder penetration level, which

60,000m2, carrying 30,000 vehicles a day.

was an average of 26. Post the addition

In 2012 it was resurfaced, including slab

of Reclamite in the laboratory it was 44.

stabilisation and drainage works with a

In 2018, we delivered a one stop, in

design life of eight years against 100%

house, final solution over a period of

reflective cracking. By 2018 there were

four days. This encompassed applying

signs of 60-70% reflective cracking. The

Roadtechs’ Reclamite application during the day under lane closures, and the

surface course was a proprietary SMA laid

inlaid repairs to the joints using Roadflex, which is a BBA/HAPAS approved material

40mm in depth and was designed

manufactured by Roadtechs were carried out at night under a full closure and

as a sacrificial layer, with the strength in

diversion, all organised by Roadtechs.

the binder course layer.
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

Keeping green roads green
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PROJECT – RECLAMITE WITH COSTAIN CH2M AND EAST SUSSEX COUNTY COUNCIL
OUTCOME
Over four, restricted hours, daytime shifts, a total of 57,854 m2 of surface
was treated. Roadtechs also undertook 1,300 lm inlaid crack repairs over the

“Roadtechs have come up with

four nights.

some very good solutions, they

The works were completed on time and to budget. The application of Reclamite

have been very professional,

was swift ensuring minimal disruption to road users during the day.

very proactive in assisting with
the design and so far we have

There have been Zero level defect interventions or repairs since being treated

been pleased.“

by Roadtechs.

A Peall, Senior Technical Engineer

The application of Reclamite provides:
88% saving in carbon emissions compared to traditional
construction methods.
Extended pavement life by 5 years at a fraction of the cost of
conventional pavement treatments.
Reduction in future intervention and repairs, saving disruption

In-house manufactured Roadflex applied as
part of the works

and money.

Keeping green roads green
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PROJECT – COVENTRY CITY COUNCIL / BALFOUR BEATTY LIVING PLACES
Industry collaboration to extend the life of road surfaces in Coventry
BACKGROUND

SOLUTION

Binley Road is part of the Strategic Road Network (SRN) on the eastern side

A bus lane had been changed so

of Coventry. The surface was installed 15-20 years ago and was showing signs

that traffic was able to run on it at

of wear from the traffic volumes, general oxidation and ageing.

all times. Part of the removal works

Roadtechs has worked with Coventry City Council and their term maintenance
contractor, Balfour Beatty Living Places, delivering a range of surface extension
treatments and other interventions for over 3 years. On this occasion we applied a
Surface Extension Treatment (SET), called RHiNOPHALT.

revealed that the joint was in need
of repairs and Roadtechs installed a
recess repair in a single shift using
their own manufactured BBA/ HAPAS
approved repair material Roadflex
on Friday the 3rd of July.
During treatment

“Coventry City Council has worked with Roadtechs for 3 years. Roadtechs

On Saturday the 4th of July,

deliver a programme of Surface Extension Treatments, together with

RHiNOPHALT was installed on the section of the carriageway which was just under

specialist highway repairs and maintenance. By working with Roadtechs

3,700m2. RHiNOPHALT is a preventative maintenance treatment for asphalt which

in this way we have been able to introduce innovation to our highway

preserves, protects and extends the life of the infrastructure. This SET solution seals

network maintenance programme.”
Rob Little, Senior Engineer, Highways Technical, Coventry City Council

Keeping green roads green

www.surfacetreatments.co.uk

the surface and protects the existing bitumen from the impact of oxidization due to
weathering and UV degradation.
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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PROJECT – COVENTRY CITY COUNCIL / BALFOUR BEATTY LIVING PLACES
OUTCOME
All the works were completed on time and to budget with the SET solution,
RHiNOPHALT, applied during a 4-hour window. As part of the works all the line
markings were refreshed by another contractor meaning that Coventry were
delivering maximum value from the closure of this site and ensured that any
disruption to the local residents and businesses was kept to a minimum.

The following benefits are also provided through the application of
SET solutions:
88% saving in carbon emissions compared to traditional construction
methods

After treatment

Additional years have been added to the life of this surface – reducing reactive
maintenance requirements
No landfill generated and no quarried aggregates used

Keeping green roads green

www.surfacetreatments.co.uk
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PROJECT – COVENTRY CITY COUNCIL / BALFOUR BEATTY LIVING PLACES
Extending the road surface lifespan with CRF Surface Sealant
BACKGROUND

SOLUTION

The A45 is part of the Strategic Road Network (SRN) in Coventry and

As an alternative to resurfacing the

Warwickshire. It was originally built 15 years ago and with traffic volumes

carriageway CRF Surface Sealant was

of 20,000 vehicles per day, the road surface was showing signs of wear from

installed.

the high traffic volumes, general oxidation and ageing processes. Roadtechs

On Sunday the 23rd of August, we were

installed CRF Surface Sealant to the carriageway which was approaching the

able to apply our solution, which is a

end of its serviceable life.

bitumen based cold spray Emulsion,

Coventry City Council has been at the forefront of introducing innovation into

on 9,727m2 of carriageway under lane

road maintenance activities and, together with Balfour Beatty who is their
term maintenance contractor, selected Roadtechs to apply a Surface Extension

closures. This ensured that all the traffic
was able to keep moving throughout the

Treatment (SET) to extend the life of the road surface before resurfacing is

delivery of the works.

required.

This SET solution provides a new seal for the surface and protects the existing bitumen

Roadtechs have been delivering a range of SET solutions and other interventions

from the impact of oxidization due to weathering and UV degradation.

in Coventry for over 3 years and have previously undertaken CRF works on a
different section of the A45.
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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PROJECT – COVENTRY CITY COUNCIL / BALFOUR BEATTY LIVING PLACES
OUTCOME
The CRF Surface Sealant SET solution was applied during a 6-hour window with
minimal disruption to the road users, limiting any congestion and subsequent rise
in air pollution from standing traffic.

Using this SET solution also provides:
An 88% saving in carbon emissions compared to traditional

UNTREATED SURFACE

TREATED SURFACE

construction methods.
A new bitumen seal on the surface - reducing reactive
maintenance requirements
Extension of the surface lifespan - saving annual revenue budget

“Balfour Beatty has been working with Roadtechs for a number of years.
We welcome the opportunity to collaborate with Roadtechs to bring
innovation to the way in which roads are maintained. We have found

As it is primarily a mechanical process with minimal operative input,

Roadtechs to be conscientious, professional and look forward to working

it also reduces risk and improves safety.

with them again in future.”
Lydia Hamilton-Smith, Engagement, Compliance & Performance Manager,
Balfour Beatty Living Places

Keeping green roads green
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WHY ROADTECHS?
We operate a survey through to installation service - understanding your requirements and reviewing the condition of the roads in
question - demonstrating the benefits of each SET solution offering where appropriate.

CONSULT

Keeping green roads green

MANUFACTURE
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SUPPLY

INSTALL
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OUR CLIENTS
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THE GROUP

One of the UK’s leading providers of Specialist Surface Treatment Solutions
– combining innovation, quality, performance and experience with robust solutions and first-class engineering to restore,
extend and enhance the life of existing roads and parking areas.

Keeping green roads green
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Thank you for your time
Please get in touch for a free consultation

T: +44 (0) 1508 536 360

E: info@roadtechs.net

www.roadtechs.net
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